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Abstract

This paper shows how to use Barrier Certificates (BaCs) to design Simplex
Architectures for hybrid systems. The Simplex architecture entails switching
control of a plant over to a provably safe Baseline Controller when a safety
violation is imminent under the control of an unverified Advanced Controller.
A key step of determining the switching condition is identifying a recover-
able region, where the Baseline Controller guarantees recovery and keeps the
plant invariably safe. BaCs, which are Lyapunov-like proofs of safety, are
used to identify a recoverable region. At each time step, the switching logic
samples the state of the plant and uses bounded-time reachability analysis
to conservatively check whether any states outside the zero-level set of the
BaCs, which therefore might be non-recoverable, are reachable in one decision
period under control of the Advanced Controller. If so, failover is initiated.

Our approach of using BaCs to identify recoverable states is computation-
ally cheaper and potentially more accurate (less conservative) than existing
approaches based on state-space exploration. We apply our technique to
three hybrid systems: a water tank pump, a stop-sign-obeying controller for
a car, and a two-mode hybrid system with nonlinear mode dynamics.
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1. Introduction1

The Simplex Architecture [1], illustrated in Fig. 1, traditionally consists2

of two versions of a controller, called the advanced controller (AC) and base-3

line controller (BC), and a physical plant (P ). The advanced controller is4

designed for maximum performance and is in control of the plant under nom-5

inal operating conditions. However, certification that the advanced controller6

keeps the plant state within a prescribed safety region (i.e., region of safe op-7

eration) may be infeasible, due to its complexity or adaptiveness, or because8

an accurate model of it is unavailable for analysis. In contrast, the baseline9

controller is certified to maintain safety of the plant. When the plant is under10

control of AC, a decision module (DM) periodically, with decision period ∆t,11

monitors the state of the plant and switches the control of the plant to the12

baseline controller if the plant is in imminent danger (i.e., within the next13

decision period) of entering a state that might lead to a safety violation.14

The switching condition used in the decision module is determined as15

follows. A state of the plant is recoverable if BC can take over from that16

state (due to a switch) and keep the plant invariably safe; in other words,17

the composition of P and BC, denoted P × BC, when started from a re-18

coverable state, will always remain within the safety region. An unbounded19

time horizon is used in the definition of recoverable states because, in gen-20

eral, we have no bound on how long BC needs to take corrective actions and21

overcome the plant’s momentum (in a general sense, not limited to physical22

motion) toward unsafe states.23

A state is switching if the plant, under control of AC, may enter an24

unrecoverable state during the next decision period, i.e., within time ∆t. This25

definition reflects the discrete-time nature of DM . The switching condition26

simply checks whether the current state is switching. Note that switching27

states are a subset of recoverable states which are a subset of safe states.28

The earliest methodology for computing switching conditions is based29

on Lyapunov stability theory and reduces the problem to solving linear ma-30

trix inequalities (LMIs) [2]. The method applies to plants with linear time-31

invariant dynamics and a linear baseline controller [3]. This approach is32

computationally efficient but limited in applicability, to systems with linear33

dynamics. More general approaches were later developed [4, 5], based on34
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Figure 1: The two-controller Simplex Architecture.

state-space exploration, also called state-space reachability. Several reacha-35

bility algorithms for hybrid systems have been developed, e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9].36

There are many reachability algorithms, varying in the shape of the re-37

gions (e.g., boxes or regions bounded by polynomials), whether the parti-38

tioning of the state space into regions is pre-determined or adaptive, etc.39

Methods based on reachability are attractive for their broad applicability:40

they can handle nonlinear hybrid systems. A hybrid system is a system with41

both discrete and continuous variables and with multiple modes, each with a42

different dynamics (for the continuous variables). However, they face several43

issues. The main issue is the high computational cost associated with their44

reachability analysis, especially for high-dimensional systems, since the num-45

ber of explored regions tends to grow exponentially with the dimensionality.46

While reachability algorithms are improving, the computational cost, in time47

or memory, remains prohibitive in many cases.48

Accuracy is also an issue. Reachability algorithms generally compute an49

over-approximation of the reachable states. The amount of over-approximation50

is generally larger for non-linear systems, and it tends to increase over time51

(i.e., proportional to the time horizon of the reachability calculation). Reach-52

ability computations with an unbounded time horizon (as when identifying53

recoverable states) can in theory converge (i.e., reach a fixed-point) when the54

set of reachable states lies within a bounded region of the state space. In55

practice, however, the ever-increasing “looseness” of the over-approximation56

often causes the reachability computation to diverge even in those cases.57

Even if it converges, a loose over-approximation of reachability makes the58

computation of recoverable states conservative, i.e., many recoverable states59

will not be recognized as such, causing unnecessary switches to BC.60

A third issue is the required expertise and manual effort. Reachability al-61

gorithms typically have several numerical parameters that indirectly control62

the cost and accuracy of the computation. While there are general guidelines63

and heuristics for choosing initial parameter values, detailed understanding64
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of the reachability algorithm and the hybrid system, and considerable ex-65

perimentation, are often needed to tune the parameters in order to obtain66

acceptably accurate results in reasonable time, when this is possible.67

This paper presents an alternative approach to computing recoverable68

states, based on barrier certificates [10, 11], a methodology developed for69

safety verification of hybrid systems. Specifically, we observe that the 0-level70

set of a barrier certificate for P×BC separates recoverable and unrecoverable71

states. This observation is applied to automatically compute the switching72

states. We also use reachability to compute switching states. This combi-73

nation of techniques—namely, using barrier certificates to compute recover-74

able states, and reachability to compute switching states, instead of using75

reachability for both—is advantageous, because the issues with reachability76

algorithms are much more severe when computing recoverable states, due to77

the unbounded time horizon, than when computing switching states, which78

involves a short time horizon.79

Our approach is mostly automatic for a class of systems that includes80

some nonlinear hybrid systems. For these systems, the problem of comput-81

ing a barrier certificate can be reduced to solving a sum-of-squares (SOS)82

optimization problem [10, 11], which can be solved by semidefinite program-83

ming solvers. We use SOSTOOLS [12], a MATLAB toolbox for solving84

SOS optimization problems; we also experimented with Spotless (https:85

//github.com/spot-toolbox). SOSTOOLS can handle hybrid systems in86

which the differential equations, guards, and invariants are defined by poly-87

nomial expressions such that the minimum and maximum degrees of each88

polynomial are even. SOSTOOLS does require some expertise and manual89

effort to choose suitable parameter values.90

To increase assurance in the correctness of barrier certificates computed91

by SOSTOOLS, we use Z3 (https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/wiki), a92

state-of-the-art satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver, to verify their93

correctness. This ensures that bugs or limitations of numerical accuracy in94

SOSTOOLS cannot compromise the soundness of our results.95

We apply our approach to three hybrid systems as case studies. A wa-96

ter tank system that controls the flow of water via a valve into a tank is97

modeled using a three-mode hybrid automaton with one continuous vari-98

able. The next case study describes a stop-sign-obeying controller for a car99

as a hybrid automaton with three-modes and two continuous variables. Fi-100

nally, we illustrate our technique on a two-mode hybrid model with nonlinear101

mode dynamics. The implementation aspects of computing the barrier cer-102
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tificates are discussed and the switching logics are illustrated for the three103

case studies.104

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides back-105

ground knowledge on Hybrid Systems and Barrier Certificates. Section 3106

presents our approach to computing the switching logic using BaCs and107

bounded-time reachability. Section 4 considers our SOS characterization of108

BaCs. Sections 5 describes our two case studies. Section 6 discusses re-109

lated work. Section 7 offers our concluding remarks and directions for future110

work.111

2. Background112

From the discussion above, we can see that the two central issues for de-113

signing the Simplex Architecture are: (1) Identifying the Safety Region,114

which results in a proof of safety of P×BC, and (2) Deriving the recover-115

able region and the switching boundaries, which defines the switching116

logic implemented by the DM.117

In this paper, we model P × BC as a hybrid system, denoted by HB.118

This formalism allows us to model both the continuous-time evolution and119

the discrete-time instantaneous changes in the behavior of the plant under120

the BC’s control. We formally define a hybrid system as follows.121

Definition 1. A Hybrid System H = (X , L,X0, I, F, T ) is a six-tuple [10]:122

• X ⊆ Rn is the continuous state space.123

• L is a finite set of modes, also known as locations. The overall state space124

of the system is X = L×X and a state of the system is denoted by (l,x) ∈125

L×X .126

• X0 ⊆ X is a set of initial states.127

• I : L → 2X is the invariant, which assigns to each location l an invariant128

set I(l) ⊆ X that contains all possible continuous states while in mode l.129

• F : X → 2Rn
is a set of vector fields. F assigns to each (l,x) a set F (l,x) ⊆130

Rn that constrains the evolution of the continuous state as ẋ ∈ F (l,x).131

• T ⊆ X ×X is a relation that captures the discrete transitions between two132

modes. A transition ((l′,x′), (l,x)) indicates that the system can undergo a133

discrete (instantaneous) transition from the state (l′,x′) to the state (l,x).134
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Discrete mode-transitions occur instantaneously in time. We define Guards135

and Reset maps for mode-transitions as follows. Guard(l′, l) = {x′ ∈ X :136

((l′,x′), (l,x)) ∈ T for some x ∈ X} and Reset(l′, l) : x′ 7→ {x ∈ X :137

((l′,x′), (l,x)) ∈ T}, whose domain is Guard(l′, l).138

Invariants v. Guards : Each mode has an invariant associated to it, which139

describes the conditions that the continuous state has to satisfy at this mode.140

Invariants and guards play complementary roles: whereas invariants describe141

when a transition must take place (namely when otherwise the motion of the142

continuous state as described in the set of activities would lead to viola-143

tion of the conditions given by the invariant), the guards serve as “enabling144

conditions” that describe when a particular transition may take place.145

The reset map is, in general, a set-valued function that specifies how new146

continuous states are related to previous continuous states for a particular147

transition.148

As per [10], for computational purposes, the uncertainty in the continuous
flows, defined by F , is the result of exogenous disturbance inputs such that:

F (l,x) = {ẋ ∈ Rn : ẋ = fl(x, d) for some d ∈ D(l)}

where fl is a vector field that governs the flow of the system in location l and149

d is a vector of disturbance inputs that take the value in the set D(l) ⊂ Rm.150

Trajectories or behaviors of H start from some initial state (l0,x0) ∈ X0151

and evolve in continuous time as per the dynamics defined by F until the152

invariant, defined by I, is violated and/or a guard is enabled resulting in an153

instantaneous mode switch. Trajectories are obtained by concatenating the154

continuous evolutions and the instantaneous discrete-time jumps between the155

modes.156

Definition of Safety : Given a set of unsafe states Xu ⊆ X, H is said to157

be safe if all its trajectories avoid entering Xu. We define a mapping for158

mode-specific unsafe states as Unsafe(l) = {x ∈ X : (l,x) ∈ Xu}. We also159

define model-specific initial states as Init(l) = {x ∈ X : (l,x) ∈ X0}.160

It is assumed that the description of the hybrid system given above is161

well-posed. For example, (l,x) ∈ Xu, or (l,x) ∈ X0 automatically implies162

that x ∈ I(l), and ((l′,x′), (l,x)) ∈ T implies that x′ ∈ I(l′) and x ∈ I(l).163

Given a set of unsafe states Xu, the safety of a hybrid system H can be164

proved by computing Barrier Certificates (BaCs) [10]. BaCs are functions165

that capture the following safety requirements of a hybrid system: (1) the166

continuous- time evolutions within the modes must ensure that the states167
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remain safe and (2) a mode-transition ((l′,x′), (l,x)) from the mode l′ to l168

must reset a safe state (l′,x′) /∈ Unsafe(l′) to a safe state (l,x) /∈ Unsafe(l).169

Barrier Certificates : Next, we introduce the formal definition of BaCs170

from [10] and describe the computation of BaCs using sums-of-squares poly-171

nomials.172

Definition 2. Let the hybrid system H = (X , L,X0, I, F, T ), the unsafe set
Xu and some fixed non-negative constants σ(l,l′), for all (l, l′) ∈ L × L, be
given. A BaC is a collection of functions Bl(x), for all l ∈ L, that are
differentiable with respect to its argument and satisfy:

Bl(x) > 0 ∀x ∈ Unsafe(l) (1)

Bl(x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ Init(l) (2)

∂Bl

∂x
(x).fl(x, d) ≤ 0 ∀(x, d) ∈ I(l)×D(l) (3)

Bl(x)− σ(l′,l)Bl′(x
′) ≤ 0 ∀(x,x′) ∈ X 2 such that

x′ ∈ Guard(l′, l) and x ∈ Reset(l′, l)(x′) (4)

Theorem 3 and Proposition 2 of [10] ensure that the existence of BaC, as173

defined above, proves the safety of H. Initial states are assumed to be safe174

(Eqs. 1 and 2). Eq. 3 dictates that the value of the BaC cannot increase175

along the continuous evolution of any trajectory within a mode. Finally176

Eq. 4 ensures that the discrete mode transitions reset safe states to safe177

states. Eqs. 1 - 4 ensure that a trajectory that starts out in an initial state,178

and thus with a BaC value ≤ 0, can never obtain a BaC-value of > 0. Thus179

the zero level sets of the functions, Bl(x) = 0, create a “barrier” between180

Unsafe(l) and the safe states of the mode. Zero-level set Bl(x) = 0 refers to181

the states x within the invariant of mode l where the function Bl(.) evaluates182

to 0.183

3. Switching Logic184

Let P be the physical plant, AC the advanced controller, BC the baseline185

controller, and HB the hybrid system modeling the composition of P and BC.186

We use the following notations: xAC(T ) denotes the the state of the plant187

under control of the AC, uAC(T ) is the control input provided by the AC,188

and T is the discrete time. Let M be the number of modes in HB.189

Safety of P under the BC can be established by computing a BaC {B1(x),190

B2(x), ..., BM(x)} for HB. The implementation aspects of computing the191
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BaC are deferred to Sec. 4. Given a mode l of HB, Recov(l) denotes the192

intersection of the interior of the zero-level set of Bl(x) and I(l). Note that193

the sets of states Recov(l) contain the initial states and are recoverable under194

AC.195

We make the following assumptions.196

1. The composed model of the plant P and the BC is given as a hybrid sys-197

tem. Our approach can handle nonlinear dynamics within the modes.198

Our approach can also handle bounded disturbances.199

2. DM samples xAC(T ) and uAC(T ) every ∆t units of time. We assume200

that the actual state of the plant under AC’s control, xAC(T ) is observ-201

able by the DM. Moreover, we do not account for measurement errors,202

but exogenous inputs in the dynamics are allowed.203

3. The AC also works in discrete time: uAC(T ) is is modified at time204

(T + ∆t), i.e. after ∆t time units.205

The assumptions made by the switching logic are not restrictive. Knowledge206

of the control input allows the switching logic to become less conservative,207

as discussed later in the section. The assumptions can also be relaxed by208

assuming conservative bounds on the plant dynamics under the AC’s control.209

Moreover, both hardware and software faults in AC can be handled, as long210

as the discrete-time assumption is satisfied.211

Reachability computation is a key element of the switching logic. Reach≤∆t212

(xAC(T ),uAC(T )) denotes the set of plant states reachable under the control213

input uAC(T ) in the time interval [T, T + ∆t]. Reach=∆t(xAC(T ),uAC(T )) is214

the set of plant states that are reachable under the control input uAC(T ) at215

time t = T + ∆t.216

Algorithm 1 outlines the switching logic. Step 2 involves two on-the-fly217

reachability computations. For scalability, the reach-set computation time218

must be less than or equal to ∆t. The online reach-set computation algorithm219

of [13] can handle fairly large hybrid systems. The dimension of the largest220

system considered for online reachability in [13] is 30. Alternatively, we can221

use the real-time reachability algorithm from [14]. When online reachability222

computation is not scalable, we can employ a combination of offline and on-223

line strategies. In the offline step, the state and input spaces are partitioned224

into finite regions and reach-sets for the partitions, computed apriori, are225

stored in a table. At run-time, given the state and the control input, the226

reach set of the corresponding partition is applied.227
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Algorithm 1: DM’s Switching Logic

1 Obtain the sample (xAC(T ),uAC(T ));
2 Compute Reach≤∆t(xAC(T ),uAC(T )) and Reach=∆t(xAC(T ),uAC(T );
3 safety = (Reach≤∆t(xAC(T ),uAC(T )) ∩Xu == ∅);
4 recoverability = Reach=∆t(xAC(T ),uAC(T )) ⊆ (

⋃M
l=1 Recov(l));

5 if safety ∧ recoverability then
6 Continue with AC;
7 else
8 Switch to BC;
9 end

To compute the set intersections in steps 3 and 4, we can employ standard228

polyhedral libraries, like PolyLib [15]. Non-convex zero-level sets of BaCs229

may need to be over-approximated as convex sets to enable set intersection.230

When safety and recoverability evaluate to True, the plant is guaranteed to231

be i) safe in [T, T + ∆t] and ii) recoverable at T + ∆t.232

Next, we sketch a proof of the safety of P under the switching logic.233

Lemma 1. P remains safe during time t ∈ [T, T +∆t], i.e. ∀t ∈ [T, T +∆t] :234

xAC(t) /∈ Xu.235

Proof 1. The proof is based on the observation that after obtaining the sam-236

ple (xAC(T ),uAC(T )), the switching logic ensures that AC does not drive P237

into unsafe states: if Reach≤∆t(xAC(T ),uAC(T )) has a non-zero intersection238

with the unsafe states, then in step 3, safety will become False, resulting in239

a failover being performed in step 8. Note that uAC(T ) does not change in240

[T, T + ∆t] under Assumption 2.241

Lemma 2. Every state sample xAC(T ) seen by the switching logic in step 1242

of the algorithm is recoverable.243

Proof 2. The proof is based on induction. As the base case, we know that244

the initial states are recoverable. Consider the sample xAC(T ) and assume245

that it is recoverable. The set of all possible samples xAC(T+∆t) is contained246

in Reach=∆t(xAC(T ),uAC(T )). If any of these reachable states lies outside247

the union of the Recov(.) sets of all of the modes of HB, then it may be248

potentially non-recoverable. If such a state is reachable, then a failover will249

be triggered as recoverability will become False in step 4. Thus every state250

sample xAC(T ) seen in step 1 will be recoverable.251
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Theorem 1. The switching logic of the Simplex architecture defined in Al-252

gorithm 1 keeps P invariably safe.253

Proof 3. At every time step T , the switching logic ensures that P remains254

safe over the finite time horizon of length ∆t as per Lemma 1. Additionally,255

it follows from Lemma 2 that the switching logic ensures that the next state256

sample xAC(T +∆t) remains recoverable, and therefore safe. If the next state257

sample is potentially non-recoverable, indicated by recoverability becoming258

False in step 4, then the failover that is executed in step 8 ensures the plant259

remains safe under BC.260

Thus, the switching logic ensures that P remains invariably safe.261

Algorithm 1 combines the offline computation of the BaCs with the online262

reachability computation at step 2 to guarantee the safety of the plant. The263

set intersection and the union operations involved in computing safety and264

recoverability in steps 2 and 3 must also be performed online, and add to the265

computational cost of performing on-the-fly reachability analysis.266

Online reachability computations may be avoided by conservatively pre-267

computing the sets for different partitions of the state space. The state space268

may be partitioned into different equivalence classes that reach the same sets269

of states in time up to, and at T + ∆t for conservative assumptions of the270

AC’s inputs. Despite being computationally efficient, such a switching logic271

is prone to being overly conservative by not allowing the AC to operate over272

the largest possible region in the state space.273

The switching logic in Algorithm 1 ensures that the operating region of274

the AC is maximized if the computation of the reachable sets is exact and275

the recoverable regions of the modes, obtained by intersecting the interior276

of the zero-level sets with the mode invariants, is maximal. This is often277

desired as the AC is intended to deliver better performance and/or serve278

mission-critical purposes.279

Switching back to AC : Algorithm 1 does not entail switching back to the280

BC after a failover is performed. Despite being the preferred controller, AC281

is not allowed to control the plant after a failover and may additionally be282

subjected to diagnosis and model repair.283

4. Computing BaCs for Hybrid Systems284

We compute BaCs in an iterative fashion. We first choose an appropri-285

ate template for BaC of each mode of the hybrid system. Since BaCs are286
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Figure 2: Iterative method to compute BaCs.

positive semi-definite, we choose ellipsoidal polynomial templates of the form:287

Bl(x) = zTQz, where z is some monomials on x (e.g., z = [x1, x2, x1x2, x
2
1, x

2
2]T ,288

where x = [x1, x2]T ) and Q is a positive semi-definite matrix. We then for-289

mulate a Sum-of-Square optimization problem to compute the Q matrix for290

each mode. We designate BaCs computed by the optimization procedure as291

candidates, as they are not guaranteed to be sound due to numerical errors292

associated with the optimization solver. We then try to validate BaCs using293

an SMT solver. If the SMT solver fails to validate or the optimization prob-294

lem is infeasible, we choose different templates by changing the monomial z295

and redo all the steps again.296

4.1. Computing Candidate BaCs297

Let the hybrid system H and the descriptions of all the sets I(l), D(l),298

Init(l), Unsafe(l), Guard(l′, l), and Reset(l′, l)(x′) be given along with some299

nonnegative constants σl′,l, for each l ∈ L and (l, l′) ∈ L2, l 6= l′.300

The sets I(l), D(l), Init(l), Unsafe(l), Guard(l′, l) can be specified using301

appropriate functions gI(l)(x), gD(l)(d), gInit(l)(x), gUnsafe(l)(x), gGuard(l,l′)(x),302

and gReset(l,l′)(x, x
′) respectively, such that the function returns a positive303

value when the argument is in the corresponding set. For example, if the304

invariant of a one-dimensional state x is given by c1 ≤ x ≤ c2, where c1 and305

c2 are constants, then g(x) = (x − c1)(c2 − x) will ensure that g returns a306

positive value when x satisfies the invariant. A vector x and its invariant307
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can be specified by a vector of g functions. Thus, given a hybrid system308

H, the sets in the definition can be converted into functions that are always309

positive for all the states in the corresponding sets. Examples can be found310

in [10, 11, 16, 17], and the case studies.311

The search for a BaC for H can be cast as an instance of SOS optimization
as follows. Find values of the coefficients which make the expressions

−Bl(x)− σT
Init(l)(x)gInit(l)(x) (5)

Bl(x)− ε− σT
Unsafe(l)(x)gUnsafe(l)(x) (6)

− ∂Bl

∂x
(x)fl(x, d)− σI(l)T (x, d)gI(l)(x)− σT

D(l)(x, d)gD(l)(d) (7)

−Bl(x) + σl,l′Bl′(x
′)− σT

Guard(l,l′)(x, x
′)gGuard(l,l′)(x)−

σT
Reset(l,l′)(x, x

′)gReset(l,l′)(x, x
′) (8)

and the entries of σInit(l), σUnsafe(l), σI(l), σD(l), σGuard(l,l′), σReset(l,l′) sum of312

squares, for each l ∈ L and (l, l′) ∈ L2, l 6= l′.313

See [10] for further details on computing BaCs for hybrid systems, e.g.,314

the definitions of gInit(l) and gUnsafe(l), etc. Such SoS optimization programs315

can be solved using SOSTOOLS [10, 11]. SOS optimization and SOSTOOLS316

itself have been applied to large systems, e.g., an industry-level hybrid system317

with 10-dimensional state in [18].318

The search for candidate BaCs can be made more systematic and auto-319

mated using a simulation-based approach as outlined in [19]. The model of320

hybrid system is simulated to obtain finite-length traces. Candidate BaCs321

are assumed to have a parameteric form of a fixed type, say zTQz. The pa-322

rameters are estimated such that the Eqs.(5)-(8) are satisfied on every state323

of the simulated trace. Note that this does not require SoS optimization and324

can be solved using linear optimization. The candidate BaC may then be325

validated using SMT solvers. See Section 3.1 of [19] for more details.326

4.2. Validation of BaCs327

SOSTOOLS may run into numerical issues or provide incorrect solutions
for some inputs as reported in [17, 16]. We can overcome these issues by val-
idating the BaCs using satisfiability modulo theory solvers, like Z3. Valida-
tion entails proving the negation of Eqs. 1–4 are unsatisfiable for all relevant
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states. We formulate the SMT problem as follows:

∃x ∈ Unsafe(l).Bl(x) ≤ 0 (9)

∃x ∈ Init(l).Bl(x) > 0 (10)

∃x ∈ I(l), d ∈ D(l).
∂Bl

∂x
(x).fl(x, d) > 0 (11)

∃x′ ∈ Guard(l′, l) and x ∈ Reset(l′, l)(x′).

Bl(x)− σ(l′,l)Bl′(x
′) > 0 (12)

If any of these equations are true, then the candidate BaC is not valid. Z3328

searches for a state from the region of interest that satisfies any of these equa-329

tions, thus rendering the candidate BaC invalid. If invalidation occurs, then330

we can compute new candidate BaCs by (1) tuning the parameters in the con-331

ditions of BaCs, e.g. ε in Eq. 6 and σl,l′ in Eq. 8, or (2) re-parameterizing z to332

get a new template znew in SOSTOOLS, e.g. by changing the maximum and333

minimum degrees of z. Note that σInit(l), σUnsafe(l), σI(l), σD(l), σGuard(l,l′), σReset(l,l′)334

are also sum of squares w.r.t. x, and we can choose different templates for335

each of them. If Z3 is unable to satisfy the equations, then the candidate is336

accepted as a valid BaC.337

5. Case Studies338

We present three case studies to illustrate our BaC-based switching logic.339

Each case study assumes that the hybrid automaton representing the com-340

position of the plant P and the baseline controller BC is given. Typically,341

such models are obtained by first modeling P as a hybrid automaton with342

control inputs. The dynamics of each mode is of the form f(x,u, d), where343

x is the state of the plant, u is the control input, and d represents exogenous344

disturbance. A control law is then specified to meet the design requirements.345

In case of feedback-based closed-loop control, the control law is of the form346

u = g(x). Thus, a feedback-based control law makes the system autonomous347

by closing the loop. This also represents the composition of the plant and348

the controller. In our case studies, we assume that such closed-loop systems349

that represent the composition of P and BC are given.350

We also assume that the AC’s inputs are bounded and the bounds are351

known. The complete details of the AC’s control law is not needed; the352

bounds are sufficient to perform worst-case reachability computations.353
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Each case study i) presents the composed hybrid model of P and BC,354

ii) describes the computation of the BaCs, iii) illustrates the switching logic355

under the bounded inputs of the AC.356

5.1. Case Study 1: Simple Water Tank System357

We consider a simple water tank system adopted from [20], where a con-358

troller seeks to keep the water level x in a tank between a certain range.359

Fig. 3 shows the hybrid automaton of the composition HB. In mode on,360

the water tank is filled by a pump that increases the water level (x′ = 1).361

The pump can be turned off when x ≥ 7, and must be turned off when362

x > 9. More water pours in (x := x + 1) when the pump is shutting down.363

In mode off, the pump is off and the valve is closed, but water leaks slowly

Figure 3: Hybrid automata of the composition HB for the Water Tank System.

364

(x′ = −0.1). We assume that the valve must be opened completely (mode365

open) before reactivating the pump. The valve can be turned on when x < 5,366

and must be turned on when x < 3. In mode open, water drains quickly, and367

the system closes the valve and turns on the pump when 1 ≤ x ≤ 2.368

We assume that the disturbance in the continuous evolution is 0. The369

system is not asymptotically stable as the value of x varies within a certain370

range without reaching an equilibrium point. Its behavior is also nondeter-371

ministic.372

Due to the fact that SOSTOOLS requires the minimum and maximum373

degrees of an SOS to be even, we made several changes to the original model374

of [20]. In particular, we modified the degrees of the invariants and guards375

to meet this requirement without affecting the behavior of the system.376
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5.1.1. BaCs and Switching Logic.377

Note that the zero-level sets of BaCs separate an unsafe region from all378

system trajectories. Thus, we need to have margins between the unsafe379

region and the system trajectories. The unsafe region of the system is Xu =380

{x|x ≤ 0} ∪ {x|x ≥ 11}. We compute the barrier certificates for the initial381

states x0 ∈ [1, 9]. Since in each location l, x can only take a value within the382

invariant I(l) of l, BaCs only need to satisfy Eqs. 5- 8 in the invariant set383

I(l) [10]. We take the intersection of Xu and I(l) as the unsafe region for384

mode l. The runtimes needed to compute the BaCs using SOSTOOLS and385

to validate them on Z3 are 1.142s and 0.206s, respectively, on an Intel Core386

i7-4770 CPU @ 3.4 GHz with 16GB RAM.387

Fig. 4a shows the resulting BaCs. The zero-level set of the BaCs for modes388

on, off, and open is {x = 0.0384}, {x = 10.9709}, and {x = 6.2624}, respec-389

tively. Note that we only consider the zero-level set within the invariant of390

the mode. The recoverable regions are Recov(on) = [0.0384, 9], Recov(off ) =391

[3, 10.9709], and Recov(open) = [1, 6.2624]. The figure shows that the inter-392

section of the interior of the zero-level set and the invariant of each mode393

separates the unsafe region from all system trajectories. The validation of394

the BaCs using Z3 proves that they satisfy all of the conditions. We obtain395

the recoverable region of the system as
⋃M

l=1 Recov(l) = [0.0384, 10.9709].

(a) BaCs of the modes. The red lines rep-
resent the unsafe regions. The black line
shows the system trajectory.

(b) Safe, unsafe and unrecoverable states
with ∆t = 0.5 under different control in-
puts uAC .

Figure 4: BaCs of the system and snapshot of the switching logic at run-time.

396

As an instance of the Simplex architecture, the water tank system could397

be controlled by an advanced controller with a more complex control objec-398
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tive. At any given time, the decision module in the Simplex architecture399

decides whether or not to switch to BC based on Algorithm 1. Fig. 4b illus-400

trates a snap-shot of the switching logic at time T across the state space. For401

illustration purposes, we discretize the state space and apply the switching402

logic for each discrete state with the corresponding control input uAC . Note403

that the control input is applied to the water level, i.e., ẋ = uAC . We have404

x(T + ∆t) = x(T ) + uAC ·∆t.405

To check the safety condition in Algorithm 1, it is sufficient to check if the406

intersection of the line segment from x(T ) to x(T +∆t) and the unsafe region407

Xu is empty. A red dot is used in Fig. 4b to represent unsafe states that do not408

satisfy the safety condition. To check the recoverability condition, we use the409

recoverable region computed above and check if x(T + ∆t) ∈
⋃M

l=1 Recov(l).410

A black dot is used to represent the unrecoverable states that do not satisfy411

the recoverability condition. We switch to BC if the current state is unsafe412

or unrecoverable. If the current state satisfies both safety and recoverability,413

shown as a green dot, we continue with the AC. Note that if uAC < 0, then414

the smaller uAC is, the larger lower bound we have for the safe states. Also,415

when uAC > 0, the larger uAC is, the smaller upper bound we have for the416

safe states.417

5.2. Case Study 2: Stop-Sign-Obeying Controller418

Our second case study is a stop-sign-obeying controller of a car that419

chooses when to begin decelerating so that it stops at or before a stop420

sign [21]. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding hybrid automaton HB. The system421

of stop-sign obeying controller has 2 variables with second order derivatives422

and quadratic functions as guards and invariants.423

The state variables p and v denote the position and velocity of the car,424

respectively and S denotes the position of the stop sign. In mode ACC, the425

car accelerates with a constant rate A. It can stay in the mode as long as426

the invariant is satisfied, or switch nondeterministically to mode BRAKE. In427

mode BRAKE, the car decelerates with a constant rate −B. It can switch428

nondeterministically to mode ACC if the guard condition is satisfied. It also429

switches to mode STOP if v = 0. In mode STOP, the velocity and the430

acceleration are both 0. We assume that the disturbance in the continuous431

evolution is 0.432

Note that, due to the practical limitation of SOSTOOLS, also mentioned433

in Section 5.1, we slightly modify some guards and invariants of stop-sign-434

obeying controller. The original model can be found in [21].435
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Figure 5: Hybrid automata of the composition HB for the Stop Sign Obeying Controller.

5.2.1. BaCs and Switching Logic.436

To compute BaCs, we consider ACC as the initial mode and {(p, v)|(p−437

6)2 + v2 ≥ 1} as the initial set. We choose A = 1, B = 0.5 and S = 11.3.438

To compute valid BaCs, we consider the stop sign is at p = S − d during439

the computation, where d is some non-negative offset. Using a simple binary440

search, we find d = 1.3 as the smallest possible value in the interval [0, 2].441

We set σl,l′ = 0 for all (l, l′) ∈ L2 in Eq. 8.We validate the resulting BaCs442

on Z3 as discussed in Section 4. The runtimes to compute the BaCs using443

SOSTOOLS and to validate them on Z3 are 1.497s and 0.295s, respectively,444

on an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU @ 3.4 GHz with 16GB RAM.445

In Fig. 6a, the solid curves represent zero-level sets of the computed446

BaCs, whereas the regions with dashed boundary are the corresponding mode447

invariants. The dashed red ellipse and pink rectangular region represent the448

initial and unsafe states, respectively. The figure shows that the intersection449

of the interior of zero-level set of the BaC for any mode and its mode invariant450

does not intersect with the unsafe region. This ensures that the union of all451

the intersections of interior of zero-level set of BaC with its corresponding452

mode invariant, denoted as
⋃M

l=1 Recov(l), can be used as the recoverable sets453

in the switching logic.454

Fig. 6 illustrates a snap-shot of switching logic at run-time t across the455

state-space in stop-sign-obeying controller in three different cases. For the il-456

lustration purpose, we consider a discrete state-space. For each discrete state,457

we apply the decision logic by computing both Reach≤∆t(xAC(t),uAC(t))458
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(a) The zero-level sets of BaCs. (b) uAC(t) = 5,∆t = 0.1.

(c) uAC(t) = 10,∆t = 0.1. (d) uAC(t) = 5,∆t = 0.5.

Figure 6: (a) Illustration of BaCs. (b)-(d) Online switching decision at time t in stop-
sign-obeying controller across the state-space for a given uAC(t) of AC and ∆t.

and Reach=∆t(xAC(t),uAC(t)), where xAC = [p, v]T and uAC(t) is some ac-459

celeration input provided by AC at t, i.e, v′ = uAC(t). For x(t + ∆t) =460

[p(t+ ∆t), v(t+ ∆t)]T , we have v(t+ ∆t) = v(t) + uAC(t)∆t and p(t+ ∆t) =461

p(t)+v(t)∆t+ 1
2
uAC(t)∆t2. To check the safety condition in Algorithm 1, we462

check if the intersection of the enclosure from x(t) to x(t+∆t) (which can be463

over-approximated with a rectangle) and the unsafe region Xu is empty. To464

check the recoverability condition, we use the recoverable region computed465

above and check if x(t+ ∆t) ∈
⋃M

l=1 Recov(l). If xAC(t) satisfies both safety466

and recoverability condition of Algorithm 1, we call it a safe state (green dot)467

and continue with AC. But if it only satisfies the safety condition, we call the468
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state as unrecoverable (black dot) and switch to BC. The states represented469

as red dots do not satisfy any condition, i.e., it is either unsafe or will go470

to unsafe region within ∆t. Among the subfigures of Fig. 6, we either vary471

uAC(t) or ∆t. Note that we assume some arbitrary values for uAC(t) for all472

cases that AC may provide during run-time.473

5.3. Case Study 3: Nonlinear Hybrid Controller474

Our third case study is a nonlinear hybrid controller [11] as shown in475

Fig. 7. The system starts its operation at No Control mode, where the476

initial condition is defined as {x ∈ R3 : x2
1 +x2

2 +x2
3 ≤ 0.01}, x = [x1, x2, x3]T .477

The dynamics in this mode is defined by Eq. 13, where the operating region478

(invariant set) of this mode is {x2
1 + 0.01x2

2 + 0.01x2
3 ≤ 1.01}. The system479

jumps nondeterministically to Control mode from this mode, when the guard480

condition {x ∈ R3 : 0.99 ≤ x2
1 + 0.01x2

2 + 0.01x2
3 ≤ 1.01} becomes true.481

At the Control mode, the system is driven by the dynamics defined in482

Eq. 14. The operating region of this mode is {x ∈ R3 : x162+x2
2+x2

3 ≥ 0.003∧483

x2
2 ≤ 5.12} and the system nondeterministically jumps back to No Control484

mode, when the guard condition 0.03 ≤ x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 ≤ 0.05 holds. The goal485

of this mode is to keep the system safe by controlling x3, where the safety486

condition is defined as |x1| < 3.2.487

f1(x) =

 x2

−x1 + x3

x1 + (2x2 + 3x3)(1 + x2
3)

 (13)

f2(x) =

 x2

−x1 + x3

−x1 − 2x2 − 3x3

 (14)

5.3.1. BaCs and Switching Logic488

For this case study, we find it extremely difficult to compute BaCs with489

lower-order polynomial functions (minimum order required is 8). For such490

systems, Dai et al. propose a new method by redefining BaCs, which they491

call combined Barrier function [22]. The key idea is to compute two separate492

functions Bl and φl for each mode so that they together satisfy the condition493

of BaCs, even though none of them may satisfies the conditions individually.494

For details, please see section 3 for the definition of combined BaCs and its495
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Figure 7: Hybrid automaton of the composition of HB for case study 3: f1 and f2 are
defined in Eq. 13 and Eq. 14, respectively

safety proof in theorem 5 of [22]. Using SOSTOOLS, we were able to com-496

pute valid combined BaCs for this HB, where both Bl and φl are quadratic497

polynomial functions.498

In Fig. 8, the blue region represents interior of zero-level set of computed499

BaCs for control mode, whereas both red walls represent the unsafe region500

(we do not present the BaC of non-control mode, as this mode is always safe).501

The invariant in this mode includes the entire region between the two red502

walls except a tiny origin-centric spherical region represented as x2
1 + x2

2 +503

x2
3 <= 0.03. The figure demonstrates that the intersections of interior of504

zero-level set of BaC and its mode invariant, denoted as
⋃M

l=1 Recov(l), can505

be used as the recoverable sets in the switching logic.506

Fig. 8 (b)-(d) demonstrate three different snap-shots of switching logic507

at run-time t across the state-space of the plant. Similarly to the previous508

case studies, we consider a discrete state-space. For each discrete state,509

we apply the decision logic by computing both Reach≤∆t(xAC(t),uAC(t))510

and Reach=∆t(xAC(t),uAC(t)), where xAC = [x1, x2, x3]T and uAC(t) is some511

control input provided by AC at t. As x3 is the controllable state variable,512

uAC is applied as follows: f2(x3) = uAC(t). To verify the safety condition513

of Algorithm 1, the DM checks if the intersection of the enclosure from x(t)514

to x(t + ∆t) and the unsafe region Xu is empty. To check the recoverability515

condition, the DM uses the recoverable region computed above and check if516

x(t + ∆t) ∈
⋃M

l=1 Recov(l). If xAC(t) satisfies both safety and recoverability517

condition of Algorithm 1, we call it a safe state (green dot) and continue518
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(a) The zero-level sets of BaCs for mode 2. (b) uAC(t) = −10,∆t = 0.1.

(c) uAC(t) = −10,∆t = 0.2. (d) uAC(t) = 10,∆t = 0.1.

Figure 8: (a) Illustration of BaCs. (b)-(d) Online switching decision at time t across the
state-space of the plant for a given uAC(t) of AC and ∆t.

with AC. But if it only satisfies the safety condition, we call the state as519

unrecoverable (black dot) and switch to BC. The states represented as red520

dots do not satisfy any condition, i.e., it is either unsafe or will go to unsafe521

region within ∆t. Among the subfigures of Fig. 8(b)-(d), we either vary522

uAC(t) or ∆t. Note that we assume some arbitrary values for uAC(t) for all523

cases that AC may provide during run-time.524

6. Related Work525

Our BaC-based approach is similar to the combination of offline and526

online strategies in [14], but there are some key differences. The authors use527
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the following switching logic. The AC controls the plant if it is well within the528

largest ellipsoidal safe sublevel set of the Lyapunov function that establishes529

the safety of the BC. If the plant is near the boundary of the ellipsoid, the AC530

retains control if reachability analysis shows that i) the plant will remain safe531

under the control of the BC over a finite horizon and ii) the BC can guarantee532

to bring the plant back into the ellipsoid, thus guaranteeing recoverability,533

at the end of the finite horizon. The logic is designed to maximize the AC’s534

operating region. Moreover, the plant is allowed to leave the ellipsoid as long535

as it is guaranteed to be recoverable at the end of the finite horizon. Our536

Algorithm 1 also achieves this objective. The recoverability test in step 4537

checks if all the states reachable under the AC’s control at the end of ∆t are538

recoverable. In other words, the plant is allowed to cross the zero-level sets539

of the barrier certificates if it is guaranteed to return into at least one of the540

zero-level sets at the end of ∆t.541

Additionally, [14] relies on LMI, which is primarily intended for stability542

analysis of linear systems; nonlinear systems must be linearized for analysis.543

BaCs, on the other hand, inherently encode the notion of safety for hybrid544

automata and other nonlinear systems. Our approach enables us to go be-545

yond simple single-mode systems, like the inverted pendulum model of [14],546

and design Simplex architectures for multi-mode hybrid systems. Specifi-547

cally, we detail the relationship between the reach-sets and the BaC-based548

recoverable regions.549

We also make a simplifying assumption: the decision module can observe550

the control input produced by the AC, and that the control input does not551

change during the decision period, which is the same as the control period.552

This assumption eliminates the need to abstract AC as a hybrid automaton.553

The concept of Simplex is closely related to Run-Time Assurance (RTA).554

BaCs were proposed for RTA of hybrid systems in [23], but the switching555

logic was not described in detail. Moreover, the details of computing BaCs556

and case studies were not presented. In [4], reachability analysis on hybrid557

systems is applied to produce a decision module that guarantees safety, which558

is completely offline with assumptions about the maximum derivative of the559

states. By contrast, our online computation assumes that the current control560

input is known.561

In [24], compositional barrier functions are used to guarantee the simul-562

taneous satisfaction of composed objectives. They rely on a single controller563

and an optimization-based approach to correct the controller in a minimally564

invasive fashion when violations of safety are imminent. This approach is565
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limited by the single controller, and consequently less flexible compared to566

Simplex.567

Finally, our work builds on [10] in several ways: the authors in [10] pro-568

pose BaCs as a safety verification technique. We apply BaCs to finding the569

recoverable region for a hybrid automaton representing the composition of570

the plant and the BC. We combine BaCs with reachability computation to571

derive a switching logic to ensure the safety of the plant. Finally, we extend572

the definition of BaCs in case study 3 to compute the switching condition of573

the hybrid automaton with nonlinear mode dynamics.574

7. Conclusions and Future Work575

We presented a Barrier-Certificates-based two-controller Simple Architec-576

ture for hybrid systems. In addition to establishing safety of the plant under577

the baseline controller, the zero-level sets of the BaCs also yield recoverable578

regions, where the safety is guaranteed for infinite time. The switching logic579

of the architecture, which samples the state of the plant under the advanced580

controller periodically in discrete time, uses on-the-fly reachability computa-581

tions to ensure that i) the plant remains safe between successive samples and582

ii) every sample is recoverable. Two case studies, a water-tank system and a583

stop-sign-obeying controller, were presented to illustrate the implementation584

aspects of our approach.585

We plan to extend our work along several directions. We will pursue the586

computation of barrier certificates that guarantee optimal switching, which587

ensures that the operating region of the advanced controller is maximized.588

Our approach will be applied to more complicated systems with nonlinearities589

and exogenous inputs. Finally, we will extend our approach to compositions590

of barrier certificates that simultaneously satisfy multiple composed safety591

constraints.592
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